512 ST. CLAIR & 312 ST. CLAIR BLUE NIGHT
Showing Transfer Connections with Other TTC Routes along St. Clair Avenue and Jane Street
Construction Period from July 18 through July 22, 2005

Map Drawn by John F. Calnan

Legend:
- 512 St. Clair Streetcar
- 312 St. Clair Blue Night
- Other TTC Bus Routes
- TTC Bus Routes Temporarily Discontinued
- TTC Bus Detour Routes

T4 MOUNT PLEASANT northbound trips detoured via Inglewood Dr and Mt Pleasant. Southbound trips unaffected.
512 ST. CLAIR & 312 ST. CLAIR BLUE NIGHT
Showing Transfer Connections with Other TTC Routes along St. Clair Avenue and Jane Street
July 31, 2005

Map Drawn by John F. Calnan

LEGEND

- 512 St. Clair Streetcar
- 512 St. Clair Temporary Bus Operation
- 312 St. Clair Blue Night
- Other TTC Bus Routes
- TTC Bus Routes Temporarily Discontinued
- TTC Bus Detour Routes

312 ST. CLAIR NIGHT buses diverted to lower bus platform. 512 ST. CLAIR streetcars replaced by temporary bus service between St. Clair Station and St. Clair West Station. Buses use lower bus platform.
512 ST. CLAIR & 312 ST. CLAIR BLUE NIGHT
Showing Transfer Connections with Other TTC Routes along St. Clair Avenue and Jane Street
Construction Period from Mid-September to October 15, 2005

LEGEND
- 512 St. Clair Streetcar
- 512 St. Clair Temporary Bus Operation
- 312 St. Clair Blue Night
- Other TTC Bus Routes
- TTC Bus Routes Temporarily Discontinued
- TTC Bus Detour Routes

312 ST. CLAIR NIGHT buses diverted to lower bus platform. 512 ST. CLAIR streetcars replaced by temporary bus service between St. Clair Station and St. Clair West Station. Buses use lower bus platform.
512 ST. CLAIR & 312 ST. CLAIR BLUE NIGHT
Showing Transfer Connections with Other TTC Routes along St. Clair Avenue and Jane Street
Construction Period from October 7 to October 11, 2005
512 ST. CLAIR & 312 ST. CLAIR BLUE NIGHT
Showing Transfer Connections with Other TTC Routes along St. Clair Avenue and Jane Street
Construction Period from October 16 to November 26, 2005

LEGEND
- 512 St. Clair Streetcar
- 512 St. Clair Temporary Bus Operation
- 312 St. Clair Blue Night
- Other TTC Bus Routes
- TTC Bus Routes Temporarily Discontinued
- TTC Bus Detour Routes

90 VAUGHAN trips are diverted to St. Clair Station. Certain 126 CHRISTIE trips are extended to St. Clair Station. Buses use lower bus platform.
512 ST. CLAIR & 312 ST. CLAIR BLUE NIGHT
Showing Transfer Connections with Other TTC Routes along St. Clair Avenue and Jane Street
Construction Period from November 27, 2005 to June 17, 2006

LEGEND
- 512 St. Clair Streetcar
- 512 St. Clair Temporary Bus Operation
- 312 St. Clair Blue Night
- Other TTC Bus Routes
- TTC Bus Routes Temporarily Discontinued
- TTC Bus Detour Routes
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